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ABSTRACT 

Ultra-high vacuum (UHV) is essential to many surface characterization techniques and is often 

applied with the intention of reducing exposure to airborne contaminants. Surface contamination 

under UHV is not well-understood, however, and introduces uncertainty in surface elemental 

characterization or hinders surface-sensitive manufacturing approaches. In this work, we 

investigated the time-dependent surface composition of gold samples with different initial levels 

of contamination under UHV over a period of 24 hours with both experiments and physical 

modeling. Our results show that surface hydrocarbon concentration under UHV can be explained 

by molecular adsorption-desorption competition theory. Gold surfaces that were initially pristine 

adsorbed hydrocarbons over time under UHV; conversely, surfaces that were initially heavily 

contaminated desorbed hydrocarbons over time. During both adsorption and desorption, the 

concentration of contaminants tended toward the same equilibrium value. This study provides a 

comprehensive evaluation of the temporal evolution of surface contamination under UHV and 

highlights routes to mitigate surface contamination effects. 

 

Keywords: Hydrocarbon contamination, Volatile organic compound, X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy, Gold, Adsorption 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions are integral to a wide range of characterization techniques 

including X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), low 

energy ion scattering, and even the Large Hadron Collider due to requirements for surface 

cleanliness and the unimpeded transmission of electron or ion beams.1–4 Many of these techniques 

allow detailed surface morphology measurements or chemical composition analyses, enabling the 

quantitative study of thin films, interfaces, residues, and contamination for process development 

and control.5–7 For instance, XPS has been critical for analysis of the chemical composition of 

carbon nitride,8 graphene,9,10 MXenes,11 and rare earth oxides,12 among other materials.  

 

Surface science experiments often require chemically pristine sample surfaces without unwanted 

adsorbates, but it can be difficult to achieve clean surfaces in practice due to ubiquitous 

spontaneous contamination from the surrounding ambient environment. Volatile organic 

compounds (VOCs), typically hydrocarbons, represent a common surface contamination source 

which profoundly impacts surface composition and, in turn, affects wettability, adhesion, charge 

doping, carrier mobility, and other surface properties.9 In fact, prior studies have reported time-

dependent or inconsistent wetting behavior for a wide range of materials including graphene,13–15 

rare earth oxides,16–18 silicon dioxide,19 and metals and metal oxides,20–24 generating confusion 

regarding intrinsic surface properties. 

 

Ultra-high vacuum (i.e., pressures below 10-8 Torr)25,26 may provide better control of 

contaminants; however, a limited understanding of the evolution of surface composition and 

effects of contamination persists even under well-regulated UHV conditions. In 1973, White 
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compared the contact angle of nichrome wafers before and after residence in a vacuum chamber 

for several hours and found that organic contamination occurs even under a high vacuum due to 

contaminants desorbed from the vacuum chamber walls, which are often exposed to the ambient 

air between experimental runs.27 Desimoni and coworkers later found that prolonged storage in 

UHV can induce chemical modification of carbon fiber surfaces.28 Martinez-Martin and colleagues 

also observed the adsorption of molecules on a sample surface inside of a vacuum chamber when 

studying the effect of atmospheric contaminants on graphitic surfaces.29 Subsequently, Landoulsi 

and coworkers suggested that the contamination level of surfaces cleaned in ambient air cannot be 

accurately measured by XPS due to possible contamination inside the spectrometer; they reported 

that exposure to UHV may even lead to a faster rate of contamination, possibly due to the absence 

of adsorbed water or a more direct transfer of contaminant compounds.30 Long and colleagues 

observed a similar phenomenon: a vacuum atmosphere accelerated the transition of laser-ablated 

copper from hydrophilic to hydrophobic.31 Jagdheesh and coworkers even utilized high-vacuum 

storage intentionally to achieve a fast transition of wetting properties on laser-treated stainless 

steel.32 Prakash and coworkers also experimentally characterized adsorption of hydrocarbon 

species under UHV in 2018, and they asserted that prior claims that storage under vacuum could 

prevent hydrocarbon contamination are wrong.17,33 Xu and colleagues studied the wetting behavior 

and surface composition of rare earth oxides (REOs) under different post-deposition treatments in 

2020;34 they found a higher hydrocarbon concentration on a surface stored inside a vacuum 

chamber (1-15 Pa) for several hours compared to a surface exposed to ambient air for several 

months, in agreement with the aforementioned studies. However, although researchers have 

realized that UHV does not necessarily prevent surface contamination, relatively few studies have 

taken the adsorption or desorption of contaminants inside an UHV chamber into account when 
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conducting surface characterization under UHV,28,30,35–37 and no prior work has studied the 

temporal evolution of surface composition induced by UHV systematically. 

 

In this work, we show through experiments and physical modeling that the level of surface 

contamination under UHV can be described by molecular adsorption-desorption competition 

theory (i.e., the adsorbate on the surface approaches elemental concentration equilibrium with the 

surroundings). To investigate surface composition dynamics under UHV, we characterized the 

time evolution of surface composition under UHV in an XPS system for a period of approximately 

24 hours on three gold samples, each with a different initial level of contamination. The 

experimental results showed good agreement with the transient adsorption-desorption model. We 

went on to confirm the generalizability of our results with a separate set of two 24-hour 

experiments conducted under UHV in another XPS system at a different location. This work 

provides rigorous quantitative evidence for the occurrence of both net adsorption and net 

desorption of VOCs under UHV, depending on the initial level of contamination, thereby offering 

a deeper understanding of UHV effects on surface composition; we highlight routes to mitigate 

these effects in sensitive experiments.  

 

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

Gold samples were prepared by sputtering a 560-nm-thick gold layer on a silicon substrate with 

an intermediate 20-nm-thick titanium adhesion layer (Figure 1a). To achieve different initial levels 

of contamination, we handled the gold samples in three ways: (1) one sample was cleaned under 

argon ion gun sputtering inside the UHV chamber where measurements were taken, and is referred 

to as the “in-situ cleaned” sample in the following discussion; (2) one as-deposited sample was 
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exposed to the ambient air for roughly 20 hours (corresponding to an incomplete, intermediate 

level of contamination18) and is referred to as the “partial contamination” sample; and (3) one as-

deposited sample was exposed to the ambient air for approximately 2 weeks after sputtering 

deposition to attain a relatively stable level of contamination, as described in prior work,18 and is 

referred to as the “stable contamination” sample. Figure 1c-d shows these pretreatment procedures.  

 

XPS provided both the UHV environment for the experiment and the method of surface chemical 

composition characterization. The pressure of the XPS main chamber was maintained below 5 × 

10-9 Torr. The three samples were placed into the XPS chamber at the same time and stayed inside 

the chamber for approximately 24 hours (Figure 1d). The atomic percentages of gold, carbon, and 

oxygen were measured during this period with a conventional Al Kα (1486.6 eV) X-ray source. 

We selected at least three individual measuring points for each sample, and the average value was 

adopted in the text.  

 

We used field emission scanning electron microscopy (FEI Quanta 400 ESEM FEG; secondary 

electron detector used at an accelerating voltage of 15 kV) and atomic force microscopy (Park 

NX20) to characterize the surface morphology. Figure 1b shows the uniformity of the gold coating. 

The surface roughness, defined as the actual area divided by the projected surface area,38 was 

determined from atomic force microscopy to be less than 1.01, indicating a nearly flat surface 

(Supporting Information, Figure S1). 
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Figure 1 (Single Column). Overview of the experiment. (a) Top panel: A schematic of the sputter-

coated gold layer on a silicon substrate. Bottom panel: A photo of the actual sample after the 

sputtering procedure. (b) Field emission scanning electron microscope images of a gold sample, 

showing a smooth and uniform coating over the surface. (c) Three different pretreatments for gold 

samples resulting in different initial levels of hydrocarbon contamination. (d) A schematic of 

measurements in the XPS chamber and the observed adsorption and desorption trends. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 2 shows the evolution of chemical composition of gold samples over time in the XPS 

chamber. Figure 2a presents the detailed C 1s XPS spectra for the in-situ cleaned sample, where 
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we observed a clear increase in carbon percentage over time from the area under the peak. The x-

axes of Figures 2b and 2c show the residence time of samples in the UHV chamber, where initial 

points for the in-situ cleaned sample correspond to the state immediately after cleaning. The in-

situ cleaned sample achieved 100% surface gold composition immediately after cleaning, but the 

carbon percentage then increased quickly over time, indicating rapid contamination. On the other 

hand, the partial and stable contaminated samples exhibited a decrease in carbon percentage and 

increase in gold percentage, implying the potential desorption of adventitious carbon from the 

surfaces. The loss of water molecules on these surfaces could also contribute to the observed 

increase in gold percentage of the contaminated samples (Supporting Information Figure S2 shows 

the surface oxygen evolution of three types of gold samples), but would not explain the decrease 

in carbon percentage. Interestingly, the surface carbon percentages of all three samples tend toward 

the same value (i.e., an equilibrium state) after a sufficiently long duration (~20 hours) in the UHV 

chamber.  
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Figure 2 (Single Column). (a) C 1s XPS spectra for the in-situ cleaned sample; atomic percentage 

of (b) carbon and (c) gold for three samples. The in-situ cleaned sample experienced a rapid 

increase of carbon percentage over time under UHV; while the two contaminated samples showed 

a decrease of carbon on the surface, resulting in an increase in gold concentration.  
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As Figure 2 shows, the clean sample became contaminated (i.e., the carbon atomic percentage 

increased), while the initially contaminated samples exhibited decreases of carbon and oxygen at 

the surface and simultaneously reached a higher surface atomic percentage of gold over time. This 

time-varying surface composition phenomenon is similar to the process of hydrocarbon adsorption 

in ambient air. The ambient hydrocarbon adsorption process can be described by an adsorption-

desorption competition model based on the Langmuir adsorption kinetic model39 and first order 

desorption theory,40 as expressed in Eq. S1 and Eq. S2 in the Supporting Information. For our gold 

samples inside the UHV chamber, we therefore applied a similar adsorption-desorption 

competition theory. Specifically, we modeled the variation of surface hydrocarbon concentration 

over time under UHV using Eq. 1: 

 
𝑑𝜑𝑠
𝑑𝑡

= 𝐴 − 𝐵 ⋅ 𝜑𝑠 (1) 

where φs is the hydrocarbon concentration on the solid surface, with units of number of molecules 

per area. A represents the adsorption rate, B is the desorption coefficient, and B ∙ φs represents the 

desorption rate. For the adsorption rate in ambient air, A is proportional to the hydrocarbon partial 

pressure in the air (as suggested in Eq. S2 in the Supporting Information). Under UHV, on the 

other hand, A is related to the chamber conditions (such as the cleanliness of the inner chamber 

walls), which can be regarded as “effective hydrocarbon partial pressure,” analogous to the 

expression of A in the air. Using a given material as a test sample, the value of A could serve as an 

indicator of the cleanliness for different UHV chambers.  

 

Figure 3 shows the adsorption-desorption competition theory model results (Eq. 1) compared to 

our experimental data. The discrete points represent the surface hydrocarbon concentration as a 

function of time converted from the atomic carbon percent of the experimental data, assuming 
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adsorbed hydrocarbons as circular defects on the surface (Supporting Information, Figure S3b and 

Eq. S4). We determined the parameters A = 8.248 × 1012 m-2∙s-1 and B = 6.609 × 10-5 s-1 using the  

 

Figure 3 (Single Column). Surface hydrocarbon concentration as a function of time for gold 

samples under UHV. The discrete points are converted from the carbon atomic percentage of the 

experimental data; the continuous lines depict the modeling results. 

 

least squares method41 based on the surface hydrocarbon concentration data obtained from the in-

situ cleaned sample. The dark purple solid line shows the time evolution of surface hydrocarbon 

concentration under UHV for the in-situ cleaned sample, indicating a good agreement between the 

modeling results and the data from the experiments.  

 

Considering the adsorption and desorption mechanisms, the adsorption rate A is proportional to 

the effective hydrocarbon partial pressure in the chamber, while the desorption coefficient is 

mainly affected by the interaction between the adsorbent and the sample surface. For the three 

samples in our experiment, they were fabricated with the same procedure and resided in the same 
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UHV chamber, with the only difference being extent of initial contamination. The green solid line 

and yellow dashed line (lower bound) for partial contaminated and stable contaminated samples, 

respectively, show the model prediction when we use the same adsorption rate and desorption 

coefficient as the in-situ cleaned sample. The modeling results of the partial contaminated sample 

agree well with the data from experiment. However, the model curve for the stable contaminated 

sample (yellow dashed line, lower bound) deviates to some degree from the experimental data. We 

attribute this deviation to a potentially stronger interaction between the hydrocarbons and surfaces 

of the stable contaminated sample compared to the other samples, due to the formation of 

hydrocarbon-based multilayers (where the outermost molecules of contaminant would interact 

with other molecules of contaminant but not with the gold surface for highly contaminated 

samples), as well as dynamic composition changes from more weakly bound to more strongly 

bound species over time.37 These factors result in a lower initial desorption coefficient for the 

stable contaminated sample; the desorption coefficient likely changes over time as some of the 

initial hydrocarbons are removed from the surface. 

 

We obtained the yellow solid model curve (center line of the yellow shaded region) in Figure 3 by 

holding the same value of A = 8.248 × 1012  m-2∙s-1 (corresponding to the rate of adsorption of 

hydrocarbon molecules determined by the UHV chamber conditions) and fitting the desorption 

coefficient B’ = 5.803 × 10-5 s-1. This updated model curve agrees well with the experimental data. 

Because newly adsorbed hydrocarbons from the UHV chamber gradually replace the more 

strongly bonded initial hydrocarbons from the long-term stable contamination process, we 

calculated the ratio of remaining initial hydrocarbons to the total initial hydrocarbons over time 

assuming desorption coefficient B’ = 5.803 × 10-5 as a constant (Figure S5 in Supporting 
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Information). The timescale to remove 99.9% of the initial hydrocarbons is approximately 24 

hours, which is comparable to our experiment period, indicating that the variation of desorption 

coefficient of the stable contaminated sample is non-negligible. The fitted B’ = 5.803 × 10-5 s-1 

represents an average desorption coefficient during the process, while the actual desorption 

coefficient for the initial surface is expected to be lower. We estimated a lower desorption 

coefficient B” = 5.4 × 10-5 s-1 for the initial stable contaminated surface and plotted the result as 

the yellow dashed line in Figure 3 (upper bound of the yellow shaded region). This model curve 

estimates the time-varying contamination behavior if the adsorbed hydrocarbons could remain as 

strongly bonded as their initial state during the entire process, while the other yellow dashed line 

in Figure 3 (lower bound of the yellow shaded region) suggests the tendency when the initially 

adsorbed hydrocarbons have the same weak bonding as the in-situ cleaned sample. Therefore, the 

actual time-varying surface hydrocarbon concentration of the stable contaminated sample should 

reside in the shaded region between the two yellow dashed curves described above; from Figure 

3, we see the experimental data do indeed reside within the shaded region, supporting our 

hypothesis. In addition, the desorption coefficient obtained in this work has the same order of 

magnitude as the desorption coefficient determined from previous experimental data for 

hydrocarbon contamination on a gold surface in the ambient air (Table S1 in Supporting 

Information), which is in line with the desorption theory in the sense that desorption is mainly 

influenced by the solid surface properties, not the surrounding environment.  

 

To confirm that our experimental results are generalizable and not limited to specific equipment 

(i.e., the XPS system at Rice University), we conducted additional experiments using a different 

XPS system at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) equipped with a monochromated 
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Al Kα X-ray source (Versaprobe II XPS, Physical Electronics). We tested two gold samples: (i) 

an in-situ cleaned sample with over 99% initial surface composition of gold, and (ii) a sample that 

had been exposed to lab air for several days and exhibited a relatively high initial surface carbon 

percentage before being placed in the XPS chamber. The pressure in the XPS chamber was 

maintained at roughly 1.7 × 10-9 Torr. Figure 4 shows the surface carbon percentage over time in 

the XPS at MIT compared with the previous results obtained at Rice. We observed a similar 

equilibrium carbon percentage between the cleaned and contaminated samples at MIT—the carbon 

concentration for both samples tended toward a similar value over time. The in-situ cleaned sample 

at MIT exhibited a surface carbon atomic percent trend nearly identical to the sample at Rice. 

Likewise, the contaminated sample showed a similar desorption of surface-bound carbon-

containing species. The consistent results obtained from two different XPS systems at Rice and 

MIT indicate that this behavior and our model are not limited to a specific environment, but can 

serve as a general guideline for understanding time-varying surface composition under UHV. 

  

Figure 4 (Single Column). Comparison of the evolution of carbon percentage under UHV 

between XPS systems at Rice University and MIT. 
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Both of the two XPS systems we used in this work had vacuum levels of approximately 10-9 Torr. 

Some state-of-the-art systems with specialized requirements maintain an even higher level of 

UHV, for example 10-11 Torr in molecular-beam epitaxy and studies for space cold atom clock.42,43 

We can understand the impact of these higher levels of vacuum on hydrocarbon contamination by 

considering the mean free path of hydrocarbon molecules, which is already hundreds or thousands 

of meters in an XPS system, much larger than the scale of the XPS chamber itself. Due to the large 

mean free path, molecules of contaminants are not diffusing around the space within the chamber; 

hydrocarbons instead desorb from the solid surfaces in the chamber (inner walls, sample stage, 

other samples, etc.) and transport ballistically to the sample surfaces. In such a situation, solely 

increasing the vacuum level will not significantly affect the contamination process because the 

transport of contaminants will be unaffected, but the cleanliness of the chamber itself is important. 

 

In the literature, researchers maintained clean gold surfaces over time under UHV as indicated by 

a near-zero water contact angle; this lack of contamination was attributed to carefully cleaning the 

interior of the experimental apparatus (such as baking the system for tens of hours).44–47 By 

maintaining the cleanliness of the system and eliminating trace organic contaminants inside the 

chamber, researchers also obtained clean gold surfaces in a lower level of vacuum (10-6 Torr) and 

even at levels of pressure near atmospheric conditions.48–50 To identify a source of contamination 

in our work, we characterized the surface elemental composition of the sample stage platen (which 

is removed from the system via a load lock device and exposed to the laboratory air while mounting 

samples for analysis) of the XPS system at Rice University and found that the atomic carbon 
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percentage of the platen is over 70% even after 6 hours under UHV (Figure S6 in Supporting 

Information).  

 

Although minimizing hydrocarbon contamination under UHV can be achieved by carefully 

controlling the cleanliness of the system, typical pre-treatments (e.g., baking the chamber walls 

for tens of hours) are not practical for heavily used devices (such as XPS systems), especially for 

devices utilizing sample stages that must enter and exit the vacuum chamber frequently, or in 

which the chamber is continuously opened and closed; in these systems, consideration of 

contamination (as in this work) is critical. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

We characterized and modeled the transient adsorption-desorption behavior of hydrocarbons on 

gold surfaces under UHV. Our results indicate that the time-varying surface composition under 

UHV can be modeled by molecular adsorption-desorption competition theory. Initially clean gold 

surfaces adsorbed hydrocarbons over time under UHV, whereas initially hydrocarbon-

contaminated surfaces desorbed hydrocarbons over time. During both adsorption and desorption, 

the concentration of contaminants tended toward the same equilibrium value. 

 

These results suggest that residence time inside an UHV chamber can generate experimental 

uncertainty in surface elemental characterization techniques; therefore, experimentalists must 

account for the condition during storage in an UHV chamber and its influence on measurements. 

In order to overcome these limitations, researchers can take steps including obtaining the 
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measurements quickly after cleaning a surface or taking multiple measurements over time and then 

extrapolating the initial surface composition before contamination using our model.  

 

Our approach was based on experimental results obtained with gold samples initially exposed to 

airborne contamination. Final equilibrium surface contamination levels, especially for the stable 

contamination samples, may have been more accurate with longer exposure to UHV, but XPS 

usage for longer than 24 consecutive hours proved to be impractical as XPS systems are typically 

shared pieces of equipment with heavily booked schedules. Future work could investigate longer 

times under UHV, and should also elucidate the effects of UHV for other materials with more 

complex elemental compositions than gold, such as metal oxides. Researchers could also probe 

the temporal evolution of additional species of adsorbed elements other than the atmospheric 

volatile organic compounds studied here. Ultimately, this study highlights a critical consideration 

for surface scientists, and we expect that it will serve as a guide for future work as researchers 

continue to elucidate these phenomena and their effects on sensitive measurements and techniques.  

 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION 

Height profile of sputter deposited gold samples from atomic force microscopy; surface oxygen 

evolution under UHV; modeling adsorption in a gaseous atmosphere; timescale of desorption for 

the stable contaminated sample under UHV; atomic carbon percentage on XPS stage platen.  
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